Nike Shoe Investigation Answer Key
nike shoes investigation - cosee.umaine - the nike shoe investigation introduction: on may 27, 1990 the
freighter hansa carrier, enroute from korea to the u.s., encountered a severe north pacific storm. during the
storm, a large wave washed twenty-one shipping containers overboard. five of these 20-metre nike shoes,
rubber duck, hockey glove investigation ... - the nike shoe, rubber duck, & hockey glove investigation
what do 80,000 nike sneakers, 29,000 rubber duckies, & 5 million hockey gloves have in common? large ships
loaded with containers are constantly traveling from the manufacturing centers in asia to the markets of north
america. name period the nike shoe investigation - the nike shoe investigation introduction: on may 27,
1990 the freighter hansa carrier, enroute from korea to the u.s., encountered a severe north pacific storm.
during the storm, a large wave washed twenty-one shipping containers overboard. five of these 20-metre the
nike shoe, rubber duck, & hockey glove investigation - the nike shoe, rubber duck, & hockey glove
investigation what do 80,000 nike sneakers, 29,000 rubber duckies, & 5 million hockey gloves have in
common? large ships loaded with containers are constantly traveling from the manufacturing centers in asia to
the markets of north america. on their way toward north america they travel what people in lost at sea: nike
shoe investigation - 1. plot the location of each shoe discovery on the map in chronological order. number
1-11. 2. draw arrows as you go on the map to show how the ocean currents moved the shoes. action date
location shoe spill may 27, 1990 48°n, 161°w 200 recovered november 1, 1990 49°n, 126°w 100 recovered
february 1, 1991 53°n, 131°w nike shoes investigation - ucla - pdfsdocuments2 - the nike shoe, rubber
duck, & hockey glove investigation what do 80,000 nike sneakers, 29,000 rubber duckies, & 5 million hockey
gloves have in ... the nike shoe investigation nike shoe investigation answer key - bing - free pdf links ad related to nike shoe investigation answer key nike shoes nike find nike shoes and gear. online at the official
nike store. see your ad here » related searches answer two shoes reebok the answer shoes nike shoes for men
new nike shoes nike shoes for women answer sneakers answer 2 orthopedic shoes nike shoes clearance title:
nike shoes wash up - hammerscience.weebly - overboard. if a nike washes onto a local beach, check the
serial number on the insole, he said, and then trace its route from the point where it went awol. proof that
even a floating shoe leaves a footprint. "the oil companies don't like me saying this, but if a million gallons of
oil spill in the strait of juan de fuca, 1 the great nike sneaker spill of 1990 - campbell - the great nike
sneaker spill of 1990 by max, joe, temuujin, and lelia-noor the story of the neakers (cont.) the hansa carrier
had been carrying goods to the united states when it ran into a storm in the pacific ocean. the storm was
vicious. winds were close to speeds near 60 miles per hour, creating really big waves. the hansa carrier the
nike shoe investigation - ms. thompson's oceanography ... - the nike shoe investigation introduction on
may 27, 1990 the freighter hansa carrier, enroute from korea to the u.s., encountered a severe north pacific
storm. during the storm, a large wave washed twenty-one shipping containers overboard. five of these
20-metre containers held a shipment of approximately 80,000 nike shoes ranging from go with the flow science on a sphere - go with the flow workshop introduction for presenter this workshop uses two stories to
model how scientific data can be used to build explanations of events. the first is true story of the spill of a
container of nike shoes into the pacific ocean. you will set up the story of the shoe spill and encourage initial
predictions. go with the flow - what is science on a sphere - go with the flow docent presentation #1: the
hansa carrier’s lost shoes introduction for presenter on may 27, 1990 the freighter hansa carrier, en route from
korea to the u.s., ... working together to solve the mystery of the 1990 nike shoe spill using scientific data and
our science on a sphere. science on a sphere was developed by the national the nike shoe,rubber duck,
hockey glove investigation name: - the nike shoe,rubber duck, & hockey glove investigation name: _____
what do 80,000 nike sneakers, 29,000 rubber duckies,& 5 million hockey gloves have in common? large ships
loaded with containers are constantly traveling from the manufacturing
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